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The insidious yet hitherto unspoken subject of horizontal shareholders has been in

recent limelight due to its mention in the order by the Competition Commission of

India (“CCI”) in its Ola Meru Cabs Case.[1] Though the CCI did not �nd su�cient

evidence in the Ola Meru Cabs Case to suggest that any harm was caused as a result of

horizontal shareholdings in Ola and Uber, it did not rule out the possibility of

implementing safeguards in case of a�rmative evidence.

Horizontal shareholdings, in essence, is common shareholding by investors across

competing entities. At the time being, given the abundant uncertainty on this subject

matter (from an empirical evidence perspective) and considering the intersection of

investment interests by the investors these days, the potential impact of horizontal

shareholdings becomes important to understand. We can perhaps start by breaking

this down into four main questions that logically arise on the subject matter:

1. Whether common investors in competing �rms can in�uence the management of

competing entities for their bene�t and if so by what means?

2. Can the manner in which a company (in this case, a competing entity) operates

be altered by the in�uence by common investors?

3. At what level can such common ownerships pose a competitive risk?

4. Lastly, are there any precautionary measures that can be adopted by (common)

institutional investors in such a situation?

We address the �rst two questions together.

In�uencing the management of an entity or exercising ‘control’ over such entity can

occur either by means of de facto control, de jure control (controlling interest) or by
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exercise of material in�uence[2] over such entity. Such in�uence, when used for the

bene�t of common investors instead of investee companies can have the e�ect of

softening competition between players in the same industry. By means of such

authority over the entity, common investors can maximize their pro�ts either in the

manner of controlling the conduct of businesses for e.g. simply by determining

product prices to encourage shift of consumers from one preferred player to another

in the same industry or by providing incentives to managers to encourage collusive

behaviour between such competing entities.[3]

Today, an investor need not be a majority shareholder or an active investor in a

company to be in control of such an entity. Material in�uence over the operational

decisions of a company through exercise of a veto on operational matters can also lead

to controlling the conduct of an entity and this, if used inappropriately, may become

detrimental when the same set of investors ‘control’ competing entities through such

in�uence. Economists have also provided a general warning for portfolio managers in

their recent studies not to facilitate cartel like behaviour through horizontal

shareholdings.[4]  

A few economists have however argued, based on empirical evidence, that prices in

the airlines industry and rate of interests in the banking industry in the US have been

managed by horizontal shareholdings.[5] While we await further empirical evidence

on this subject matter where an investor prefers its own maximisation of pro�ts at the

cost of the investee company’s, the level at which such common ownership may pose

a competitive risk becomes an important aspect to analyse.

At what level can common ownerships pose a competitive risk?

Minority shareholding in competing �rms with rights in the nature of control or right

to appoint the same individuals as directors on the boards of competing business

could become problematic areas as it can have negative e�ects on competition, either

by reducing the other shareholder’s incentives to compete or by facilitating collusion.

[6]

The CCI in Ola Meru Cabs Case mentioned that the e�ect of common ownership has to

be established through market enquiry to determine at what level common ownership

can pose a competitive risk. In India, due to the de minimis exemption available to

enterprises under the Competition Act, 2002[7] (“Competition Act”) from notifying a

combination to the CCI, shareholding patterns of minority investors in similar markets

do not come under the radar of the CCI for any scrutiny. Since the thresholds of risk in

this aspect are yet to be legislated upon,[8] investors with common shareholding for



promoting good corporate governance should take precautions in such situations of

con�icting interests.

Are there any precautionary measures that can be adopted by (common) institutional

investors in such a scenario?

With best attempts to determine the contours of ‘safe �nancial investments’ by

institutional investors, researchers from across the world have submitted various

proposals to tackle this situation such as,

1. policy recommendations to limit the ownership shares of multiple �rms in

oligopolistic industries to 1%;

2. investee companies restricting any direct communication with the top managers

of �rms;[9] or

3. limit the shareholding in a competing entity to less than 15% of the share capital of

such entity with no board representation and participation in normal corporate

governance activities only.[10]

Since there is no de�nite manner to demarcate the (best) interests of an investor in

such competing entities, the existing practice in several jurisdictions that investors

follow is to deploy separate teams and di�erent individuals sit on the board of each of

its competing investee companies thereby avoiding any attribution towards common

knowledge that could be misused. Nowadays, it is common to have speci�c provisions

in investment agreements wherein the investors agree to not appoint the same

individual as director of the investee company and its competitor and further ensure

that their nominee directors abide by the con�dentiality obligations under the

investment agreements. This is to ensure that there is no misuse of any sensitive

information provided to such investor’s nominees on the board of the investee

companies. 

Further, under the Companies Act, 2013, every director is imposed with �duciary

duties to act in good faith to promote the objects of the company, its shareholders and

the community, exercise duties with due and reasonable care with independent

judgement, not have a situation of con�ict (direct or indirect) with the interests of the

company, and not achieve any undue gain or advantage either for himself or her / his

partners, relatives. Directors appointed on the boards of competing businesses by the

same investor should strictly avoid con�icting situations of their own fund’s interests

over the interests of the company and exercise independent judgment for the bene�t

of the investee company.



We believe it would be di�cult to use the one size �ts all approach for the aforesaid

subject matter and hence there may not be a de�nite solution to resolve this. In order

to ensure investee companies continue to bene�t from the experience and knowledge

that an institutional investor brings to the business of a company despite such

investor’s own diversi�cation strategies, it would be helpful to contractually put in

place certain safeguards on institutional investors (including investors holding

minority stakes) with horizontal shareholdings such as:

1. appointment of a separate governance team in relation to each competing entity

with no cross �ow of information to such teams;

2. building Chinese walls between such working groups;

3. providing limited access of con�dential information to common stakeholders of

such investors;

4. limit the nature of in�uence that an investor may have over the operational

decisions of the companies (including through a list of a�rmative vote items).

While these may be merely suggestions in nature, the idea is of self-governance to

ensure there is healthy and fair competition along with shareholder maximisation for

the company while in parallel permitting investors to continue to diversify their

portfolios and support emerging businesses with their expertise.

Regulation of horizontal shareholdings may become a reality in near future, given the

overlap of investors start-ups have these days. However, with the theoretical

ambiguities and little empirical evidence in this area, it is hoped that stringent

constraints are not imposed which may negatively impact the start-up ecosystem in

India and regulation, if any, should be crafted in a manner which leads to a win-win

and apposite solution to all players involved in this convoluted conundrum.
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